
Crystal Cleansing & Charging Guide

WHY CLEANSING YOUR CRYSTAL IS IMPORTANT? 

Crystals act on an energetic level sending natural vibrations
out into the world. Crystals often travel long distances from
source to seller before finding an owner. Each transition
exposes the stone to energies that may be misaligned with
your own. When used for healing, crystals are said to absorb
or redirect negativity. Regularly cleansing and recharging your
crystals can help restore them to their natural energy state. 
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WHY CHARGING YOUR CRYSTAL IS IMPORTANT? 

Cleansing and charging crystals go together. Cleansing is
needed to free the stones of energies, whilst charging is
needed to optimize their vibration. Charging is important
because it is renews the metaphysical power of the stones. 
 When these rocks are deep within the Earth, they are in a
constantly charged state, drawing their energy from the Earth’s
core. By moving them into our world above ground, they start
to lose their power. Charging reconnects our stones with their
Earthly vibrations, so that they may return to their naturally
charged state and continue to serve us in the ways that they
do!



Smudging:
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Smudging is a very efficient way of cleansing
gemstones. You can use white sage, Palo Santo
or even incense to smudge your crystals. Simply
burn the smudge stick or incense and pass your
stones through the smoke. This will clear the
stones of all negative energy. 

Duration: 30 to 60 seconds for each stone. 

Moonlight: A full moon and a new moon are especially
powerful for cleansing and recharging your
stones, however any moonlight will work. You can
place them outside or on a windowsill at night. 

Duration: Overnight. 

Sunlight: The suns light is also a very good energetic way to
cleanse your stones. The best times are at dawn
and dusk. Do not place in midday sunlight as it is
very strong and can cause some stones to weather
and fade. 

Duration: 1 Hour. 



Crystal:
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Large Clear Quartz clusters or Selenite slabs are
great tools for clearing smaller stones. They have
the ability to absorb and regenerate other
crystals. Place your stone directly on top of any of
these to cleanse and amplify their energies.

Duration: 6 Hours. 

Sound: Sound healing is the use of a single pitch or tone to
bring a Crystal into the same vibration as the tone.
This can be accomplished using a singing bowl.
Place your stones in or around the bowl. Firmly press
the accompanying mallet in a circular motion against
the bowl's rim to create a clear tone.

Duration: 5 to 10 minutes. 

Earth: Crystals come from the earth so placing them directly
into the earth will naturally cleanse all negative
energies and re-energise them. Gently cover the
crystals with soil and leave them undisturbed. 

Duration: Overnight. 

https://www.healthline.com/health/sound-healing
https://www.healthline.com/health/mental-health/types-of-meditation


Meditation:
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Focus your mental energies on your crystals and
ask the Universe to cleanse the stones of all
negative energies and to re-energise them for
their maximum potential. Its always good to thank
the Universe after doing this.

Duration: About 1 minute per stone. 

Salt: Salt absorbs unwanted energy and banishes
negativity. Place some salt in a bowl. Put your stones
into the bowl of salt. Make sure that your stones are
completely covered.  

Duration: Up to 48 hours. 

Water: Water neutralizes any negative energy stored inside
the stone. Natural running water such as a stream is
best, but you can rinse your stone under a faucet.
Ensure that your stone is completely submerged. Pat
dry when complete. Do not use this method with
soft stones (less than 5 on the Mohs scale)! 

Duration: 1 minute per stone.

https://www.healthline.com/health/sound-healing
https://www.healthline.com/health/sound-healing
https://www.healthline.com/health/sound-healing
https://www.healthline.com/health/sound-healing

